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Annual
Ivy Day Exercises

Editor Questions Extreme 7f7r?7r>yc 7^1 rim
U.S. Disarmament Policies ^ «««<«* -^lUZI
Discussing the effects of current American foreign policy Saville Davis, managing editor of
the Christian Science Monitor,
evaluated our present nuclear
policy and attitudes toward disarmament in a Friday chapel
speech.
The speaker expressed concern
about extreme views either for
or against nuclear disarmament.
"We have bargained with Russia
in good faith." contended Davis.
At the London conferences last
year, Harold Stasscn was chosen
to represent us with prior knowledge that he would reach no
serious agreements with Russian
diplomats.
Emphasizes Russian Resistance
"Dulles didn't want to negotiate disarmament," continued
the speaker, "for he is of the
opinion that his policy of deterrence and containment by
pressure has succeeded with Russia." Rather than relaxing, Dulles
maintains that we should increase
this pressure.
Davis asserted that the Soviet
Union has become very resistant
to outside pressure, and becomes
more capable of withstanding
this strain each day. Any benefit from our tactics are rapidly
disappearing.

of his colleagues, continued the
managing editor. Because of the
state department's strict censorship rules, many pf these divergent ideas have not been expressed.
Dulles seems to be of the
opinion that a nuclear holocaust
is inevitable and we must continually build up our arsenal for
the event. Opposed to him are
those who feel that World War
III must be avoided. This second
view is strongly supported by Dr.
James Killian, President Eisenhower's recently appointed science advisor.
Killian emphasizes the fact
that although in all history no
one has ever stopped an arms
race, we will never know
whether Russia wants to disarm
unless we make a sincere effort.

Urges Firmness And Decency
The speaker felt that these
men were not dreamers advocating an immediate surrender to
the Communist powers, but realistic thinkers looking for an alternative to mutual destruction.
"In this world we live in we
must be hardheaded," concluded
the =ppaker. "We must fit together firmness and decency without
exaggerating either American
democratic principles to emotionalism or our firmness to militant
Cites Conflicting Opinions
There is a definite conflict of aggression."
opinion between Dulles and many

'Speakers Honor
Upperclassmen
With Ode, Toasts

Ivy Day speakers get together to prepare for the junior
class ceremonies with Class President David Smith.

Stu- C Releases Ne w Rules
For Mayoralty Campaign
Several new rules have been approved and released by the
Student Council pertaining to this year's mayoralty. Students with one of the following combinations of warnings
second semester are excluded from major participation in
Mayoralty: (D, D, D), (D, F), or
worse. Fnancial records of all income and expenses arc to be submitted by noon on Saturday, May
17. to the Stu-C.
that most of the productions will
Other new measures are that
be done live from the studio, and the maximum assessment which
that visiting audiences will be each man can be asked to pay is
most welcome. For the next $2.00. with an additional charge
couple of weeks the dramatics of $1.00 for costume. As in the
group will be rehearsing so that past, these dues are on a volunsome shows may be recorded on tary basis. There is to be no camtape to be used as soon as the paigning before 7:30 a.m. on the
station goes on the air in Sep- mornings of May 15 and 16.
tember.
Change Criteria
Make Openings Available
This year the criteria for votThere are still openings in the
Dramatics Department for those ing which appear on the ballots
who may be interested but who have been somewhat revised.
could not attend the last meeting. These include creativity, camDramatics is a vital phase of pro-I Pa'Sn ,neme and SP1"1- entergramming, and although the' tainment, artwork in the form of
group of students who have al- floats, signs, and ' costumes, and
ready signed up are tremendous- the attitude of the respecive parly enthusiastic, there are still ties for their candidates.
vacancies for persons interested
Although not specifically proin secretarial work, sound effects, vided for in the rules, the coun-,
producing, directing, engineering, cil has clearly explained to both
and announcing.
campaign managers that no offcampus rehearsals may be held
this year.

Candidates Plan Dramatics Head
Honors Activity New Changes In
The WVBC Dramatics DepartFor Next Year ment,
with Gene Verdier as diFourteen members of the junior class have been selected by
the 1958 Honors Committee to
participate in the honors study
program during their senior year.
This departmental honors program gives outstanding students
the opportunity to do extensive
study and research in their major
fields. It is a program of entirely
independent study where each
student does individual work
with the approval of the faculty
supervisor.
Elects Junior Students
The following juniors have
been selected: Patricia Baker,
economics: Alan Comen, chemistry; Joan Engels, David Harper,
geology; Anita Kastner, Spanish; Henry Keigwin, biology;
Howard Kunrcuthcr, economics;
Everett Ladd, government; Willard Martin, economics; George
Pickering, history; Charles Sayward, philosophy; Kurt Schmeller, history; Jason Tanzcr, biology; Hcda Triefeldt, Spanish.
These students were chosen on
the basis of having a general average of at least 3.000 for their
sophomore and junior years, an
average of at least 3.333 in the
department of their honor studies, the recommendation of the
head of the department, and the
approval of the Honors Study
Committee.

rector, had a recent meeting of
interested students to explain
the functions of the department,
and to discuss plans for the coming year.
Some form of dramatics will
occupy 1V& to 3 hours a week of
the station's time beginning in
September. Of this time there
will be two y» hour live shows,
some of which will be produced,
written, and directed by members of the Dramatics Department.
There will be three types of
shows offered on the air to include the interests and preferences of all listeners. One type
of production will be in the
classic vein such as Dickens'
Christmas Carol. These will be
adapted to half-hour programs by
Verdier and his department.
Welcome Live Audiences
The second type of show to be
included will be generally based
on short stories. It is hoped that
contemporary authors such as
Hemingway will attract a wide
listening audience. The third type
of dramatic show will be miscellaneous theater. This category
will include original works from
the students, documentary works,
murder mysteries, and various
shorts from the National Safety
Council and insurance companies.
It was pointed out by Verdier

Pursues
WVBC

Freshmen Compete
In Speaking Contest
The finals of the freshman extemporaneous speaking' contest
will be held this evening in the
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall, at
7 p.m.
The six finalists will be Marjorie Sanborn, Neil Newman,
Jack Simmons, Edward London.
Steven Wardwell and John Marino. The public is invited to attend.

Vote Saturday
As in the past, those eligible
to vote on Saturday, May 17, are
all Bates girls, wives of Bates
students, all faculty members,
administrative officials and fulltime college employees.
Wives of faculty members may
also cast a ballot. There shall be
no absentee voting. Ballots will
be counted by the mayoralty
committee, who will announce
the decision at the Ivy dance.

j

By DOROTHY SIBLEY
The annual Ivy Day Program
will take place on Monday during the chapel period. Led by the
Class Marshal, Peter Carey, the
junior class, robed in caps and
gowns, will march to the Chapel
and officiate the program. Speakers representing the class include
Regina Abbiati, Jane Lysaght,
H e 1 e n e Marcoux. Frederick
Drayton, and Willard Martin.
Toast master, Kurt Schmcller,
who is also the president of the
Publishing Association, will draw
upon his fund of wit in his rdle
of Master of ceremonies.
Presents Oration
Willard Martin, Jr., president
of Stu-C will present the IvyDay Oration on "Will We Reach
the Heights of Our Ivy?" He is
also a varsity debater, a proctor,
and active in Political Union.
An original Ivy Day Ode will
be given by William Christiam,
who is a regular Garnet contn'butor
Offering a toast to the coeds
will be Frederick Drayton, the
vice president of the junior class.
A star of the varsity football
team, Drayton will pass sane advice to the opposite sex.
Jane Lysaght will reply with a
toast to the men. Miss Lysaght is
a speech assistant and an active
member of Rob Players.
Parodies Danie
Toasting the seniors with a
parody on Dante's Inferno will be
Regina Abbiati. Miss Abbiati is
vice president of Rob Players and
has taken prizes in oral interpretive speaking.
Helene Marcoux will offer a
toast to the faculty. Also on the
executive board of Rob Players,
Miss Marcoux has directed the
Bobettes group and will be senior
proctor in Rand next fall.
The planting of the ivy by the
class officers presided over by
David Smith will conclude the
service.
Designs Plaque
Robert Stanton has designed
the plaque which will mark the
location of the ivy. This piece of
marble, which is similar to those
(Continued on gage two)

Clambake
Sign-ups for the annual
Popham Beach Clambake on
Sunday. May 18, will be
taken between 8 and 10
p. m. en Monday and Tuesday in the Hobby Shoppe.
The charge for the bake is 60
cents for Bates students and
$1.00 for guests. Bus transportation is also available at
an additional charge of $1.50.
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Discusses Major Aspects Ted Herbert's Band Plays
Of Current Defense Problems A t Junior Class Ivy Dance
By PETE SKELLEY
Saville Davis, recently appointed Managing Editor of the Christian Science Monitor, spoke to
the Citizenship Laboratory last
Thursday on the three major aspects of American defense and
problems — Sputnik and its implications, the Middle East crisis,
and the arms race.
Discusses Sputnik
Davis remarked to the Government class that far too much happens today which people do not
realize. "We should have known
this [Sputnik] was coming way,
way back." There has been too
much red-tape, and unnecessary
security in the research and development of our satellites. Today we employ four different

types of people in this field. With
these four men separated, we
have filled in the gap with
echelons, commissions, bureaucrats, and too many officials.
Views Mid-East Development
"One of the most significant
things which has been going on
for a few years, almost unnoticed, has been the slow simmering down of the Mid-East
crisis."
With our new policy of nonviolent aggression, many strange
things have been happening recently, unnoticed by the American public. Israeli ships now sail
through the Gulf of Aquaba. The
bleeding fronts between Israel i
and Egypt have been controlled.
The fantastic mess of raids has!

Companies Announce Openings
For Graduates In Many Fields
The General Radio Company
has announced both permanent
and summer job openings in the
Boston-Cambridge area for upperclass women in the social sciences with secretarial skills.
Anyone interested should contact
Mrs. Jean I. Trask, Personnel
Department. General Radio Company, 275 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.
The
Stamford Connecticut
Girls' Club is looking for an assistant director. For more information contact Miss Helen C.
Finn, National Bank & Trust
Company of Fairfield County, 1
Atlantic Street, Stamford. Connecticut.
Sponsors Work Program
This summer the American
Friends Service Committee will
sponsor a work program at the
Pineland Mental Hospital in
Pownal, Maine. Those interested
should
write
directly to
George W. Marshfield, College
Secretary, American Friends Service Committee, 130 'Brattle
Street, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.
Rand McNally Company has |
made plans for a management
training program for male college
graduates. The Guidance Office

Calendar
Tonight
Freshman Extemporaneous
Speaking Contest, 7 p.m.,
Filene Room
CA Vespers, Chapel
Tomorrow
Stu-C Smoker and Tournament
Finals, 7-10 p. m., Chase Hall
basement
Friday
Puppet Plays, 7:30 p.m., Gannett Room
Saturday
State Track Meet, Bowdoin
Monday
Baseball — Bates vs. Suffolk,
3 p. m., Garcelon Field
WAA Awards Banquet, 5:308:30 p. m., Rand Hall
Tuesday
Club Night

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Theodore Sorenson, Administrative Assistant to Sen. John
F. Kennedy
Monday
Ivy Day
Wednesday
Honors Day

has further particulars.
Senior women with majors in
the social sciences might be interested in job openings as research assistants for the New
England Mutual Life Insurance
Company in Boston. This position
would include collection of statistical material and analyzation
of this data. Those interested
should contact the Guidance and
Placement Service for further details.

Ted Herbert and his Band
have been selected by cochairmen
Beverly Husson and Michael
Vartabedian to provide the music for this year's junior class
Ivy Dance, to be held Saturday
evening, May 17, in the Alumni
Gymnasium.

been stopped in its tracks.
The canal has been cleared, and
the Egyptians have shown their
ability to run it exceedingly well.
As to the Soviet threat in Egypt,
few people have understood Nasser's position. "He has had nothing to do with domestic communHerbert's orchestra is famous
ists. He will deal with the Rus- throughout New England for his
sians, but there has been no
Communist movement in Egypt.
Within 48 hours after having established bonds with Syria, the
four key Communists were taken
out of Syria by Nasser. Davis
stated that Nasser was a strong
man, but definitely did not have
Communist tendencies.
Explains Arms Race Control
In discussing the third aspect
of his address. Davis revealed
how one-sided the issues of the
arms race control has been in
Washington. The only attitude
presented up until recently, has
been that of Atomic Energy Commissioner Strauss and Edwin
Teller.
Alternate Policy Rises
The alternative policy has I
never been able to get to Presi-!
dent Eisenhower until recently, |
Ted Herbert
when Dr. James S. Killian was
installed in the White House.
This policy, stated Davis, fa- : Committee Reaches
vors negotiation with the Soviet
Union as to the control of the Final Decisions On
arms race. "This could be a turn- Mayoralty Problems
ing point in history."
Sophomore men interested in
(Continued on page three)
becoming Proctors were interviewed at the Stu-C meeting last
week and juniors will be interviewed next week. Final selec(Continued from page one)
already adorning the back "of tions will be made in three weeks
Cpram Library, contains an ivy and those appointed will be notibranch, a capital B and the date fied.
1959. The same design also decThe Mayoralty Committee met
orates the cover of the program this week to make decisions conof the service.
cerning those students who will
Symbolized by this ceremony, be unable to participate in a mathe Class of 1959 officially accepts jor way this year due to poor
the responsibilities and privileges grades. They also will be notiof a position of seniority on the fied as to the decisions reached.
campus.
The Council voted to pay for
half of the rented sound system
Bates Dancers Whirl used during Mayoralty and each
will be assessed equally for
"Around The World" side
the difference.

I

Mario Completes
Homeric Journey Ivy
On Friday Night
On Friday at 7:30 p. m. in
Pettigrew's Gannett Room. Mario,
the happy hero of Prof. John A.
Tagliabue's puppet plays, will
complete h i s journey through
many lands of suffering and love
and magic and music.
These last three plays of a
series of 12, show Mario as he
wakes from his "season in hell"
and is finally reunited with God
and love in the Land of the Good
King and Bad King.
Green Queen Appears
The delicate, spring-like Mistress Green will introduce the
audience to her bountiful mother,
the Green Queen, who blows onj
stage in a "boisterous and furious, magnanimous, enormous, and
magnificent" manner.
She gives Mario a gift and
hope to carry him to the Land
of the Princess where he and
Carlotta meet quickly and soon
fall in love again. Their happy
marriage is celebrated at a festive finale with all their friends
in the palace of the Good King.
Contain Allegory
It is true the plays are allegor-j
ical. But Mark Van Doren. inj
talking about Dante in The
Noble Voice, said "a good allegory is clearer than any explanation of it would be." So it is
with the puppet plays; they do
not serve as the disguise or container of our philosophy.
Don't strain your brain by pondering the eternal truths or trying to decide pedantically once
and for all what each character
"symbolizes." The puppets will
surprise with joy if you follow
the wisdom of the King who says
"Each one of you is a little like
Mario and this story is the boat.
Be quiet and listen. Be happy and
look."

.

Day

Via Colorful Posters
A lively crowd of seasoned
travelers journeyed
"Around
The World" at the Freshman
Dance last Saturday night at
Chase Hall.
They visited Egypt, England,
Netherlands, and India, and
many other countries via the
many colorful decorations lining
the walls. Art Mercereau's combo supplied traveling music.
Punch and cookies refreshed the
travelers.
ii;a.;;:i:gai!:;;Jaj""rH-r~:g:5Si!:u

P RISC ILL A
Friday, Saturday, Sunday

"TRAPEZE"
Burt Lancaster
Tony Curtis
Gina Lollobrigida

"Woman In A
Dressing Gown"

AFTER THE
GAME
IT'S

COOPER'S
For the Best Food
in Town
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

STRAND
— Today —
"TEEN-AGE BAD GIRL"
and
"TEEN-AGE WOLF PACK"
— Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. —
Anita Ekberg
Phil Carey

'SCREAMING MIMV
and

Performs At Penthouse
He will perform on the
balustrade of a swank Park
Avenue penthouse against a
background of the New York
skyline at night in an atmosphere pervaded by "Manhattan
Magic."
Music will be provided from
8 to 12 p. m. and refreshments
will be served throughout the
evening. Entertainment for the
affair will be in the form of two
mayoralty acts, one from each
campaign, immediately preceding
the announcement of the results
of the voting by President
Charles F. Phillips at 9:15.
Tickets for "Manhattan Magic"
can now be obtained from junior
class representatives in each of
the men's dormitories and at
Commons beginning next week.
The price of the tickets will be
S4 per couple, exactly as it has
been for the past few years.

The Judson Fellowship has
elected Howard Whalen as the
president for next year. Assisting him in the roles of vice president and secretary are Elizabeth
Burrill and Barbara Storms respectively.
Also on the Cabinet are Paul
Maier as worship chairman and
Rachel Smith as head of publicity. A freshman representative
will be elected in the fall. The
final meeting will be an outing
on May 11.
Dr. Carleton Rand will be guest
speaker at next Sunday's Wesley Club meeting. Members and
any other persons interested in
hearing his talk entitled "The
Layman's Responsibility in the
Church" should meet at 7 p. m.
at the Hobby Shoppe.

Ritz Theatre
WED. - THURS.: "BECAUSE
YOU'RE MINE," Mario Lanza,
Doretta Morrow; "LIZZIE,"
Eleanor Parker, Richard Boone
FRI. - SAT.: "DAUGHTER OF
DR. JEKYLL," John Agar,
Gloria Talbot; "CYCLOPS."
James Craig, Gloria Talbot
SUN. - TUES.: Walt Disney's
"BAMBI" in Technicolor; and
George Nader, Cornell Borchers
in "FLOOD TIDE"

EMPIRE
NOW PLAYING

CLARK DORIS
GABLE DAY
TEACHER'S PET

"COPPER SKY"

Yvonne Mitchell
Sylvia Syms

— Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed. —

Friday
2 P. M.; 6:30 P. M.
Sat. Continuous from 1 P.M.
Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M.

and
Dick Foram
in

i M u itm ....i JMH -i -iu.ti mm-m

performances at college proms
and ballrooms and his hit recordings on London and Marvel
discs. He should be familiar to
some Bates students as he appeared at the 1956 Ivy Dance,
"Woodland Symphony."

'Stakeout On Dope St.'
"VIOLENT ROAD"

GIG YOUNG • MAMIE VAN DOREN
STARTS SUNDAY
"DARBY'S
RANGERS"
with JAMES GARNER

1
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Notes From The Nest . . .

Letter To A Sub-Freshman
My dear future student:
taste of beer, however, let me
I don't expect you to believe a say a few words of warning. It
good portion of what I am about seems that those "initiated," who
to say, but please do me the have already learned how to
"chug-a-lug" their beer with
favor of reading it, regardless.
When you arrive at Bates Col- little effort, often desire the comlege on September fifteenth, you pany of the "uninitiated" while
will be one of several innocent drinking. Often, the desire to be
young freshmen embarking upon "one of the guys" leads a once
a college career. I envy you for serious student into the ranks of
this innocence; you should soon Alcoholics Anonymous. I suplose it.
pose, nevertheless, that before
Cites Blue Book
lending your first two years you
You have already received a . will wake one morning with
copy of the Bates Blue Book. 1 what is commonly called a
This little gem will cause you "hangover," and have no rememmany sleepless nights concerning . brance of the previous evening.
its validity and justice. I advise
This is a part of modern colyou to heed it not too strictly, I lege life which has existed since
but only so far as to keep your- the founding of the first univerself in good academic standing sity. There is no permanent harm
and to sustain your permanent In the event, providing it does
residence at Bates.
not repeat itself too frequently,
This leads me to the subject and nothing I can say or do
of imbibing alcoholic beverages. could bring about your refrainThe Blue Book is definitely op- ing from it.
posed to the over-intoxication of Advises Good Grades
students, as it rightly should be.
I cannot emphasize strongly
However, sooner or later you will enough the necessity of mainbe tested on your stand concern- taining relatively good grades
ing this rule. If you already during your first semester. One
drink, this will pose no problem, of the most pitiable sights I have
providing, of course, you have witnessed is the student whose
mastered the art of self-control. will power is so weak that he
If you have yet to sample the
(Continued on page four)
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to give
wisely
There is no finer way to show your lasting
appreciation to your Alma Mater than by
making a gift either outright or in trust. In
these complex times, however, it is important that the gift be made in a manner that
will be most beneficial not only to your college, bur to your family and business as well.
Our experienced Trust Department will
be glad to work with you and your attorney
on the financial and trust aspects of an educational gift that will serve as your personal
memorial in the years ahead. Write or telephone for an appointment now.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of "Facts
Everyone Should Know About Charitable Giving," which you may find valuable at this time.
Simply drop us a card loday.

Be Different! Start A Movement
For Bates' "Angry Young Men"
By JAY ATWOOD
Despite last week's snowy attempt to prove that winter is
still "hanging in there," Spring
seems to have found its muddy
way to most colleges. Russell
Sage reports that polo coats and
stadium boots are soon to be replaced by trench coats and
sneakers; and the men of Hobart,
having uncovered the goals, are
starting their lacrosse season.
Bates continues its traditional
sports but has lost interest in attempts to develop some of the
newer games,
although the
Frisbee squad can be seen practicing on warm days.

"One of the most important
aspects of the whole game is to
look the part. Look messy. Don't
shave . . . except with a dull
blade, and then only one side of
the face at a time. Never, under
any circumstances, should you
appear at all sophisticated or
worldly. Wear obviously inexpensivesive clothes with a poor fit.
The Ivy League Look is out,
and your best bet is a dullcolored, double-breasted suit with
Failing to promote nationwide patches.
enthusiasm in the field of Bum- Hold Only New Views
ble Puppy, U-Conn has come up
"You may occasionally be
with a new, simpler game for our called upon to express some
generation. (Perhaps most easily views, so some preparation is
played by members of the "beat" necessary. You must be able to
generation.) Instruction and ad- say with conviction that you
vice from the CONNECTICUT like anything that is new, unDAILY CAMPUS disclose the es- tested and obscure. Not in so
sentials for participating in the many words, of course, for your
"Angry Young Men" movement. secret would be out.
Can Organize American Teams
"(Jive an example such as a
"Although the 'Angry Young Midget Twidget Cork Replacer
Men' movement is peculiarly which you claim to use around
British, there is no reason why a the house all the time. Whatever
similar group cannot organize the you like must also be inexpensport to American standards. sive, should appear utilitarian,

** Trust Company
Main Office: Auuusta, Maine

19 Offices Serving the Heart ot Maine

and not the least bit luxurious.
Your car should be .small, uncomfortable and economical. It
would be a good idea to build it
yourself from something like a
scrapped washing machine.
Attempt Aloof Approach
"The Angry Young Man must
show a dislike for anything old
and established, from motherhood to public libraries. If anyone questions your views, simply
look surprised and raise your
eye-brows in a how-can-you-beso-ignorant look. Puff meditatively on your hookas or pipe,
and say nothing. This will save
you an immense amount of
thinking and will give you a
mystical, superior look that is
impossible to deal with.
"Being an Angry Young Man
can be interesting and fun. You
can be one all the time, or simply at parties or gatherings
where no one knows you. It takes
very little practice, few props,
and you can do it yourself for
amusement on rainy days."
The weather can determine
whether you play Frisbee or
practice being Angry — Frisbee
on fair days, Angry on rainy.
How active will you be in support of these .simple, stimulating
sports'.'

Letter To The Editor . . .

Student Comments Further On Drinking
To the Editor:
Stripping Mr. Jackson's letter
of its platitudes and assertations
we find three major contentions:
(1) That the administration has
been guilty of gross apathy
concerning alcoholic consumption;
(2) That improved personal advising should be used to
combat "desire for release
through liquor";
(3) That drinking is an indication of psychological decay.

hering to the staid old policy of
causing the many to suffer for
the sins of the few. Admittedly
there are many students who
have as yet been unable to master the gentle art of Controlled
Drinking, and these numbskulls
deserve the castigation and vituperation of the entire student
body.

Others Consiiluie Majority
But there are others, and these
constitute, I think, the vast majority, who drink out of sheer enjoyment of liquor (and in this
Let us consider each of these in they have a rich and lengthy traturn.
dition on which to draw) and
Regarding the first point, I sub- who have never been guilty of
mit that the administration is ad- infringing in any way upon the
i ights of others. The repression of
the latter many for the acts of
the former few smacks of "Ivy
Towerism," the "Big Brother"
movement of the educational
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 world.
We specialize in
Concerning the second point,
BIRTHDAY CAKES
may I ask in what way advice
and
could possibly act as a release?
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
This program Mr. Jackson sugFor Parlies
gests sounds like some type of
Delivery Upon Request
psychological treatment, and the
54 Ash Street
only such treatment I have come
in contact with in my limited

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street
Boston 14, Massachusetts
Approved by the American Bar Association
COEDUCATIONAL

DEPOSITORS

Basically, it's very easy to be an
'Angry Young Man.' One merely
has to ignore all inhibitions that
society has spent eons trying to
build up.

DAY and EVENING PROGRAMS

Offers full-time and part-time programs
leading to the Bachelor of Laws Degree.
LIBERAL SCHOLARSHIP AID
Fall term begins as follows:
Day Division
September 17. 19S8
Evening Division
September 10, 19S8
Catalogues furnished on request

psychological reading that would
act as such an escape mechanism
is Play Therapy for children, and
I think that we have all advanced
beyond this stage.
Finds No Moral Decay
The third point has been debated by experts for years, and it
seems to me to be fully as presumptuous on my part to answer
the charge as for Mr. Jackson to
make it. But living in close contact as I am with social drinking
I can say that I have as yet observed no signs of moral or mental decay, nor have I observed a
marked difference in the amount
of faults or virtues between
drinkers and non-drinkers.
Therefore, although I sympathize with Mr. Jackson as one
teetotaler to another, on the
basis of the arguments presented
I must reluctantly second the
comment of my roommate who
suggests that Mr. Jackson "stick
to his lollypops!"
R. J. Meaddough III

Cit Lab
(Continued from page two)
Davis reminded the class of an
important fact. Up until now, we
have not known whether the
Russians would negotiate, because we have never really tried
to do so. Only in beginning negotiations could we find out if
their intentions were serious or
not. Nobody really knows what
they would do.
One argument for their willingness to negotiate might be that
"they would stand to lose more
than we if others come into the
nuclear club."
In concluding, Davis stressed
that the main point was that we
now possess two alternative possibilities. "If we move away from
Strauss' opinions, we will be able
to see if we can negotiate with
the Russians."

\nss
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FOUR

Letters To The Editor

Editorials
Chase Hall Closure

Stu - G Makes Plans
For Coming Semester

Changing traditions can often yield benefits; however, the
Last week Stu-G opened its
unprecedented admission fee charged for the use of Chase
meeting by choosing its faculty
Hall last Saturday evening certainly cannot be praised.
advisors for the coming year.
If we lake an objective look at the possible reasons for They are to be Dean Hazel Clark,
clsoing the downstairs facilities to those who didn't attend Dr. Sydney Jackman, Mr. Leland
the dance we can see three factors involved in the decision: Beehtel, and Dr. Ernest Muller.
(1) This move would give couples more of a chance to play They will join Stu-G for a meetpool and ping-pong as well as enjoy television more comfort- ing and dessert on May 21.
It was decided that there will
ably. (2) It would prevent refreshments from being taken by
be an Open House at the Wothose who haven't paid for the dance. (3) It might encourage men's Union following the Ivy
more Bates men to get dates for a Saturday night.
Dance. Discussion next concerned
the magazines to be purchased for
Examine Arguments
the dorms next year and the
Let us look at each argument in turn. (1) It seems very un- dates for the key Stu-G events
likely that couples who have paid $1.00 to attend a dance of the year — Freshman Debibshould want to take advantage ol facilities that are open to bing and Installation, the Christthem during the week when there is no Chase Hall function
being held. (2) The case of refreshments does not pose a very
difficult problem since the food committee can easily identify
"Tiptoe through the tulips ..."
those men who aren't attending the dance, as they generally We didn't know they allowed
will not be wearing a jacket and tie. It might also be pos- breeding at Bates.
It's not loo easy to break
sible to administer a system whereby an admission ticket must
an automatic Calculator twice
be presented in order to be served. (3) As for encouraging
in one week but one Ec mamore men io gel dates on Saturday night, this action cerjor seems to have the knack.
tainly doesn't seem to be an answer to the problem. Since
You do good work. Carl.
there are so lew facilities available to the men for evening
How was the water at Pemarecreation, this move would tend to leave them at loose ends. quid, Freddie? Nice swim?
The age of modern invenAnother important factor in addition to those mentioned, is
tions and such things arrived
that the number of men suffering from this decision would
some time ago. Bui for some
greatly exceed those benefiting by it. We would therefore
of us it seems to creep in
suggest that the "•picket" fence be removed and Chase Hall
rather slowly.
resume its normal Saturday evening pattern.

mas Banquet, and the Old - New
Board Banquet.
The "main event" of the evening was the opening of a series
of discussions to be held on six
aspects of the Honor System
which received the greatest comment in the survey conducted via
questionnaires last month. Barbara Farnham noted the general
approval of the Honor System
and specific complaints about it
evidenced in this survey. Stu-G
plans to discuss one or two of
these areas per meeting.
At the same time, dorm discussions of these topics will be
laincd on with the main points
being referred again to Stu-G.
This project will probably carry
over into the fall, but it is hoped
that it will provide a basis for
making necessary changes and
improvements in the Honor System.
Considers House Council
The topic under discussion was
House Councils. After the survey I
comments were heard, Stu-G j
launched into discussion and

spent a great deal of time on the
atmosphere of House Council. It
was agreed that a relaxed, friendly atmosphere of complete sincerity is more preferable than
one of strained sterness which
makes everyone ill at ease and
is not natural and sincere.
Further discussion considered
t h e problems of introducing
freshmen to House Council, the
need for stressing the importance of election of House Council members, and the manner of
designating reminders — what
they should be, how they should
be given, and who should suggest
them.
Move To Continue Discussions
Throughout the Board, there is
very.strong feeling for carrying
on dorm discussions all through
the year on various phases of the
Honor System in order to clarify
understanding, attitudes, and
opinions. All the members of
Stu-G are very concerned that
the girls on campus remember
that Stu-G is for everyone; that
(Continued on page six)

Notes From The Nest
Academic Freedom
In this uncertain age of suspicion and investigation by
federal and state governments, the word "freedom" has assumed an added importance and meaning and has been the
cause of a considerable amount of recent comment. In dealing with this problem in our colleges and universities a discussion of civil liberties inevitably seems to focus on the
term "academic freedom."
Numerous articles have been written about what this latter
phrase actually entaiis. Today it is generally accepted to denote the privilege of being able to present a certain point of
view, often contrary to our democratic ideals, without the
fear of losing one's teaching job or being subject to court
investigation.
Last week the case for academic freedom was greatly bolstered when the American Association of University professors presented an award to the University of New Hampshire
for permitting Paul M. Sweezy to address a student audience.
* Sweezy, a self-described socialist, spoke on the campus in
1956 after he had been convicted of contempt of court for
refusing to answer questions asked him in the New Hampshire Red probe. The U. S. Supreme Court later reversed the
state conviction; however, this action took place after Sweezy
had spoken to the students.
Unfortunately New Hampshire's Governor Lane Dwinell
promptly labeled the honor improper and undeserved, claiming that "the action by the trustees which made possible his
|Sweezy's| appearance was in complete disregard of the Supreme Court of this state."
Controversial Discussions On Campus

(Continued irom page three)
cannot let his studies tear him
from the companionship of his
fellow students, be they male or
female.
Bates College has been called
a friendly, co-educational school.
Please do not be deceived by its
friendliness, however, for there
are ten potential students waiting to take your place who would
receive the same reception. However, this friendship should not
be scorned, as it can be of. great
value to be personally acquainted with your professors.
Discourages Pretentiousness
When you arrive you will be
told to be sure to make an excellent "fiirst impression" upon
your instructors. In my opinion,
this is bunk. Don't be pretentious
in order to get ahead; be yourself.
In conclusion, may I add my
congratulations to those of Mr.
Lindholm on your acceptance. I
only hope I have not frightened
you from appearing this fall.
"Chick"

Gibbs Girls Get
the Top Jobs

It seems a shame that a slate leader has taken such a disapproving stand on this award. Where can we find a better
place to subject ourselves to controversial discussion than
on a college campus? It is especially during this period of our
development that we are most anxious to compare our way
of life with some differing philosophies and see how they
stack up against each other.
Controversial issues should be debated with available opportunity for presenting both sides of the question by competent speakers who are willing to take a stand. The only way
we can achieve this goal is by following the University of New
Hampshire's example of maintaining this freedom even in the Special Course for College Women
Residences. Write College Dean
face of public opposition to bringing a particular speaker
for GIBUS GIKI.S AT WORK.
on the campus.
We certainly second the closing remarks of Prof. Ralph F.
Fuchs from the University of Indiana, who presented the
award, when he declared that ."the action which we here honor Katharine
has set a courageous and successful example of responsible
SECRETARIAL
educational statesmanship, from which the proponents of
ITON IS, II lUrllBloalh St. PROVIDENCE 6, 165 A-.MI a
SI you u, M r»k M. MONTCLAIR. NJ , is n>mouui >
liberal education everywhere can take heart."

GIBBS
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Pastimers Defeat Colby, Brandeis
Maine,BoWoin'Whittfn Wins Fourth Straight, 2-1; \Trackmen Score
Linksters Top Vana's Two-Bagger Quiets Judges Easily In Quad
By JACK O'GRADY
Bates 6-1, 6-3 I
MeetAtVermont

Chalking up their third and fourth consecutive wins, and giving preview to a promising
Coach Bob Hatch's golfers,
season, the Bates Pastimers edged a strong Colby College team on Thursday at Water- The Bates trackmen scoring
dropped two State Series matches
ville and then on Saturday paddled their way to a soggy but successful romp over Brandeis 97M> points topped both the huto Maine and Bowdoin. 6-1 to the
University of Waltham. Massachusetts, by a 7-3 score. Both contests found the Bobcat play- midity, 97%, and the temperature,
former and 4-3 to the latter, durers braving the elements of a typical Vaca tionland spring as well as their collegiate I 38°, to win their 19th straight
ing the past ten days. The linkmeet over 26 opponents. The
opposition nines.
sters will try to improve their
Block Comes Through
I brought Block around to score. score of the annual Quad-meet
End Colby Streak
The Bates game-winning surge !Tnen Vana scored when the was Bates Bates 97 Vi; Middlebury
standing this afternoon against
The much-publicized Colby came in the fourth inning as third ! throw to the plate got away from
Bowdoin in Brunswick. The lo- Mules, sporting an eight-game
37Mz; Vermont 27; Colby 3.
sacker "Jumbo'' Murphy led off the Judges' catcher.
cals played Colby this past Mon- winning streak at the outset of
with a single. Catcher Wayne
Brandeis knotted the score in Win 12 Of 15 Events
day in Series play and will con- last Thursday's State Series Kane's strikeout was followed by
The Garnet amphibians ran,
the third inning on a single and
tinue State competition against spectacular, were completely freshman Frank Vana's double error by shortstop Block. Bates jumped and splashed their way
Maine on May 14 and at Colby on humbled by a fired-up and fool- which advanced Murphy to third, came back in the fourth with one to 12 out of the available 15 first
proof Bates nine on a torrid win- Then, Mai Block stroked a sharp' run as speedster Vana singled,
May 16.
dy Mayflower Hill day.
single into right center field to j stole second, and scored on Bran- places on a rain-swept, underPlay In Snow
water oval at Burlington, VerGarnet hurler, cool, collected, send Murphy and Vana homejdeis errors,
On Monday, April 30th, the not to mention spectacular, Jon with the tying and game winning
mont.
Bobcats Unload In 5th
University of Maine golfers Whitten silenced the home side as runs. Block, a 'Cat stalwart at
Rudy Smith slogged his way to
It was in the fifth inning when
dropped the Bobcats 6-1. in the well as a crowd of over 200 par- shortstop, was tagged out trying
a
double win in the 440 and 220
the
Bobcats
broke
the
game
wide
tisans gathered
on
Colby's to stretch his crucial hit into a
first State Series match for both
Coombs Field with a masterful double. But the Bates star had open with a three-run outburst. | as Bates took one, two, three in
clubs. Despite snow and rain, four - hit pitching performance already done his damage. Whit- Al DeSantis connected for a sin- j both events with the aid of
Maine's Art Dickson posted a fine backed up by flawless Bobcat de- ten singled and Clark committed gle, Fionda reached on an error: Messrs. Riviezzo and Goodall in
and Murphy singled to score the
medal score of 75 over the Pen- fensive work.
the third Bobcat out.
Bates captain. Frank
Vana's the 440 and Makowski and Riviobscot Valley Country Club
The White Mule's only move- Whitten Is Spectacular
double to the base of the fence ezzo in the 220.
course to top Bates' Bob Zering ment of glory came with two
Tony Ruvo started . for the in right center brought Murphy Fresina Sets Record
8 and 7. Mai Johnson defeated outs in the first inning, when Mules but was replaced in the and Fionda home. The 'Cat forces
Double winner John Fresina
Norm Gigon tripled to score RoGeorge Hansen 3 and 2 for the den. Then Whitten locked the third by Berberian who was the picked up an insurance run in chucked the hammer a nifty 161'
loser. Whitten gave the Bobcats the sixth when with Fionda on
lone Bobcat point, while Capt.
3" for a record first in that event
gate, not to allow any foreigner
Pete Jodaitis forced Bill Finch to past second base for the rest of and himself a 2-0 State Series third and Murphy on first, Coach as the weight squad proved
record. The Maine native, who is Leahey ordered a delayed steal.
the 19th hole before yielding one
"whales" functioned well in wathe gusty day.
sporting an earned run average Speedy Murphy became involved
up.
ter by taking 26 out of 33 points
The Bowdoin Polar Bears 2; Dickson (M) d. Zering 8 and 7; of 0.5, has given up a total of in a rundown between first and on the combined strength of Jim
handed the Garnet their second Getchell (M) d. Stiles 8 and 7; only seven hits in his two series second and Fionda scored stand- Wheeler, Larry Hubbard, Bill
ing up after a late Brandeis
Series loss, a 4-3 defeat at Mar- Johnson d. Hansen (M) 3 and 2; games to date.
Taylor, and Fresina.
Saturday's cloudbursts produc- throw.
tindale Country Club last Miller (M) d. Deacon 3 and 2;
Dave Erdman sailed over 11'
Late in the game, Brandeis 6" and just missed the record of
Wednesday afternoon. Victories Finch (M) d. Jodaitis 1 up, 19 ed a game marked by numerous
errors and generally sloppy play threatened twice, loading the
by Bob Heatherin and Lee Hitch- holes.
12' 3" for one of the best perwhich found the Bates nine bases in the seventh and ninth
cock in the number 5 and 6 posiBowdoin 4 - Bates 3
formances of the day.
emerging on the long side of a innings. Feld pitched out of the
tions wrapped up the verdict for
McLean (Bo) d. Prothero 5 and
John Makowski churned his
the Bowdies after the clubs broke 3; McGovern (^) d. Deacon 5 7-3 contest over the Brandeis seventh, but in the ninth, the
way to his third score by winJudges
at
the
Garcelon
bird
bath.
Judges
pushed
their
third
run
even in the first four matches. and 3; Zering (Ba) d. Brearey 4
across and once again had,the ning the 100 yd. dash with freshBobcat points were picked up by and 3; Mai Johnson (Ba) d. Bird Graves, Feld Combine
sacks jammed. Fireman Bill Sni- man Cnan Wa^ * tight third,
Zering, Johnson and Jodaitis.
2 and 1; Heatherin (Bo) d. Heidel
Portsider Bob Graves started
1 up; Hitchcock (Bo) d. Stiles 3 for Bates and was credited with der put the cover on the Bobcat's Dominate Hurdles
The summaries:
j0hn Douglas led the broad
and
2; Jodaitis (Ba) d. Paul John- his first win of the season before sixth victory in eleven starts
Maine 6 - Bates 1
with
two
straight
strikeouts.
,
jump
field backed by Pete GartLeclair (M) d. Prothero 4 and son 2 and 1.
being replaced by Jerry Feld afi ner's second. Douglas also copped
ter the fifth inning as Coach DeSantis Replaces Kane
See Our
Chick Leahey gave his southpaw
The Bates mound trio limited a second in the high hurdles
DRY CLEANSING
chuckers an opportunity to show Brandeis to only four hits which was won in good time by
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
SERVICE
throughout the game. Big bats-1 timberman Bill Neuguth. Dave
AND CHINA SELECTIONS their wares.
Steward garnered the final tally
Bates miscues provided Bran- men for Bates were Murphy with
Tel. 4-7326
in this Bates dominated event.
deis with their initial run in the three singles, DeSantis with two,
Call and Delivery
In the low hurdles it was Jim
first inning. But in the second and Vana with a double and a
inning the Cats took quick ad- single. In addition to his heavy Keenan and Bill Neuguth for a
vantage of the visitors' poor field stick, dependable DeSantis did 1-2 Bates punch.
play to score two runs without an excellent job in taking over Turner Wins!
^
INCOHPOHATTD
<Ir^
a
base hit. Vana hit back to the the catching chores of ailing
•HANSEJM 4 m»n|fjHg
Duck-footed Fred Turner swam
pitcher whose wild throw to first Wayne Kane.
to an 880 win backed by Dave
j College Agent, Barbara Farnum j
Jellison's place, as Chrome Ken83 Lisbon Street
Lewiston
yon moved up to the mile with a
third. High jumper, javelin man
Clark's Drug Store
Dick LaPointe captured a respective 1st and 3rd, with teamYE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
DRUGS
CHEMICALS
mate Jerry Walsh tying for 2nd
in the high jump.
BIOLOGICALS

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

Luiggi's Pizzeria

Main St. at Bates St.

Campus Agents

Tel. 3-0031

WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL

Records
Sheet Music
BERT COTE'S
133 Lisbon - Corner Ash

— Features —
We Specialize in

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Foreign Car Service ... at
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, Inc.
DeSOTO
—
PLYMOUTH
24 Franklin St.
Auburn, Me.
Dial 4-5775 - 2-2686

MG - Austin-Healey - Morris Minor
and Austin

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

JBVVELEHS

50 Lisbon Street

Dial 4-5241

Ytfi
SIX
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Thinclads Prime For Title Defense
Kittens Absorb jGarnet Favored At Brunswick; Courtmen Upset
By Bowdoin 6-3;
First
Loss;
PainelNew
Tabulation
Stresses
Depth
Rain Halts Play
catties Locals

By CHARLIE MESHAKO
A new laurel wearer will tors will provide for some specAfter a successful weekend in
Maine Central Institute southOn Saturday, one of Maine's emerge from the loam of the tacular crowd-pleasing displays
Boston, the netmen came home
paw, 24 - year - old Tom Paine, largest track crowds should be broad jump pit and could post of strength.
to the Garcelon courts to face
struck out 17 and allowed only thrilled to a spectacular series of a new long leap for the meet.
Neuguth, Douglas Defend
New Hampshire, Bowdoin, Colby,
five hits to lead his team to a 7-3 record-breaking performances at Douglas, United States third best
Consistent Bill Neuguth and and the rain. Last Monday's
triumph over the Bates Junior the fifty-ninth annual state track by virtue of his Penn Relay
John Douglas will be jumping
Varsity at Pittsfield last Thurs- meet at Bowdoin.
showing, has leaped over the over the fences to break the tajje match with New Hampshire,
thanks to the rain, was postponed
day. It was the first loss of the
For the first time in 46 years, 23' 2'„" record on many occasions ahead of any challengers to their until May 12. The rain also
season for the Bobkittens who
this year. However, Johnson from supremacy. Neuguth and Douglas
played a big part in the Colby
now post a record of two wins the Bates Bobcats find themselves
in
the
unique
position
of
the
deOrono was the victor in their took both hurdle awards last match, forcing another meeting.
and one loss. The locals face
Upset By Bowdoin
Bridgton Academy on Friday at
In between the rain, the Cats
Garcelon Field.
played host to Bowdoin last
Commit Four Errors
Wednesday. The Polar Bears reThe ace of Coach Verne Ulturned to Brunswick with a 6-3
lom's mound staff, freshman Jack
upset victory over the Cats. BowBennett, started and although he
doin swept four of the six singles
allowed all seven runs, he pitched
and then took two of the three
a better game than the score indoubles. Pete Meilen and Craig
dicates. Bennett, in his seven
Parker were the singles victors
innings, gave up five safeties and
for Bates. Pete won over Al Mesfour free passes, but was hamser in three sets at number one.
pered by poor defensive support
Craig beat Kim Mason in the
by his teammates who committed
third spot. Phil Feinsot at two
four errors. All the prep school
lost in three sets to Bobby Tow
runs were unearned, as the home
as did Dave Graham to George
team scored three runs in the secDavis at five. This was Dave's
ond and third frames and added
first loss in singles. Jeff Mines
one more in the eighth to clinch
the victory.
and Bruce Johnson also went
down to defeat.
The usually more potent bats
In the doubles Feinsot and
of the J.V.'s were all but siGraham teamed up to beat Bruce
lenced by the left-handed Paine
Baldwin and Mason 6-4, 6-3. The
who batted in three of his team's
runs with two timely hits. Scott Coach Walt Slovenski's 1958 defending champions will battle for top honors this Saturday duos of Meilen and Mines and
Parker and Pete Huycke dropped
Brown, George Deuillet, Kevin
their matches. This last match
Kerrigan, Bill Anderson and at Whittier Field on the Bowdoin campus.
went three long sets before Tow
Bennett each hit safely once.
Kerrigan knocked in two of the fending champions. Coach Walter winter meeting and could do it Spring and are counted on for and Jerry Fletcher pulled it out
runs, while Brown got credit for Slovenski's performers are a again.
the same task in three days in the third.
the other.
hence. Other talent to watch are Match Interrupted
slight favorite to gain their third Smith Favored
Last Saturday the Cats met the
Play Deering On Friday
Stewart, Douglas, Wilkins, and
state title. Bates won their first
Smith, the Stratford Speed- Schroder, all who make haste netmen from Colby. The rain
Looking over the rest of the championship in 1912 and had to
came down the entire afternoon
J.V. schedule, M.C.I, with its wait 45 long years until the Fif- ster, set the 440 mark of 48.9 last over the cinders.
causing the match to be postmore mature team will undoubt- ty-Seveners ended the drought. year and is favored to lower it in
Thibodeau Should Repeal
Saturday's
sun.
The
Nutmeg
poned until Monday, with the
edly shape up as the Bobkittens'
Defending champion Thibodeau score 3-2 in favor of the Mules.
state's gift to Bates track history
most formidable opponent of the Twelve Defending Champs
is also mighty capable of slicing from the State University will be Feinsot got back on the winning
year. The locals played Deering
This year's gathering is labeled
High this past Monday and in as one of the most interesting and the 220 time of 21.7. The space flipping the steel topped spear path with a victory over Bruce
closest to Rudy will be battled against throwers Tripp of Bow-1 Hood at number two. Graham
succeeding weeks will meet
colorful in the history of the for by Bessey, Wilkins, Makow- doin and Lapointe of the Garnet. playing five beat Jim Bishop in
Bridgton Academy on Friday,
event. Twelve of last year's first sky, and Riviezzo.
The long distance runners will j three sets.
Edward Little High on May 10,
place winners are back to defend
have
Maine and Bowdoin fans I Meilen lost a three set, rain inStephens High of Rumford on
Bill Schroeder and Dave Line- doing most of the cheering as two i
their crown against some stiff
terrupted, match to Grant HenMay 12 and the University of
opposition. Thirty-three of the kin are the top choices to give close exciting races will result. I dricks. Mines lost to Fred Smith,
Maine in Portland on May 16 to
1957 ribbon wearers will clash Maine eight points in the pole In the mile, Dick Law of Maine j while Johnson lost to Al Rogan
close out the season. The April
again for honors. To please the vaulting competition. Schroeder and Packard of Bowdoin will of football fame. Parker playing
28th home game against Edward
crowd further will be the appear- scaled 12' 6" last year and should lead the field which includes Dan ; three against Dick Keddy had his
Little was cancelled.
ance of three nationally known better that achievement on Sat- Rearick, Bessey, Turner, and | match postponed with the score
The boxscore:
athletes in the person of long urday. Bodie's Brown and Erd- Randall. Two milers MacDonald 5-5 in the second set after he
Bates
man will also be aiming for the and Reavick will grab the points
dropped the first one 8-6.
ab r h rbi leaping John Douglas, quarterBrown, ss
3 1 1 1 miler Rudolph Smith, and Bow- clouds in an effort for an upset. for Maine and Bowdoin as they
The summary:
Morency, 3b
5 0 0 0 doin's weight man Bill MacWilThe high jumping exhibition will chug along in front unless
Bowdoin 6 - Bates 3
Gurney, c
3 1 0 0 liams.
could be an all Bates party Whitehouse or Dube surprise.
Singles
Deuillet, cf
3 0 1 0
Another good show will be pro- 1. Meilen. B. def. Messer, Bo.
Gallons, 2b
2 0 0 0
MacWilliams, winner of the among Messrs. Walsh, LaPointe,
Kerrigan, If
4 1 1 2
7-5, 4-6, 6-2
Gartner, and Douglas. Jerry duced by the 880 speedsters when
3 0 0 0 Hillman Memorial trophy in both Walsh looms as the dark horse in defender Bessey from Orono, 2. Tow. Bo. def. Feinsot, B. 4-6,
Lebert, rf
LaFortune, cf
1 0 0 0 1955 and 56, will be attempting
6-3, 6-2
Yerg, lb
2 0 0 0 to surpass his Herculean hammer the event due to injury-riddled Hickley from Brunswick, and 3. Parker, B. def. Mason, Bo.
2 0 0 1 throw of 192' lft" in the '56 season of Pete Gartner. Two pos- Kenyon from Lewiston spurt
Burr ill, lb
6-3, 7-5
2 0 1 0
Bennett, p
sible party crashers are Maine's from their slots. Any of the com- 4. Baldwin, Bo. def. Mines, B.
games.
MacWilliams'
best
year
Anderson, p
1 0 1 0
9-7, 6-3
petitors could turn in a new time 5. Davis,
Vincent, p
1 0 0 0 was '55 when he stole the show Thibodeau and Bodie's Brown.
Bo. def. Graham, B.
below the present 1.56 record.
Yard, c
0 0 0 0 by taking first in the javelin, shot MacWilliams Returns
4-6, 6-2, 7-5
Totals
33 3 5 3
6. Fletcher, Bo. def. Johnson, B.
put, hammer, and discus — a feat
Bill MacWilliams' return to the Install New Rating
M C.I.
6-2, 6-2
ab r h rbi that may never be duplicated.
The asset of depth will be Doubles
weight scene could result in the
Riley, ss
3 2 1 1
dethroning of Fresina and Wheel- valued by the point system, 1. Messer and Davis. Bo. def.
R. Smith, ss
1 0 0 0 Possible Record Shattering
Meilen and Mines, B. 6-2,
er. Fresina wears last year's which will give 5-3-2-1 points to
Garrison, ss
1 0 0 0
6-4
In addition to a possible new hammer crown and Wheeler is' the first four places. If Colby's
Chappelle, 3b
4 0 1 1
and Graham, B. def.
Paine, p
4 0 2 3 hammer record, six other state king of both the discus and shot unknown tracksters can gather 2. Feinsot
Baldwin and Mason, Bo. 6-4,
P. Smith, 2b
4 0 0 0 marks are within reach. The old- putters. MacWilliams controlled any points and if Bowdoin and
6-3
Atwood, 2b
1 0 1 1
and Fletcher, Bo. def.
Mosher, cf
4 0 1 0 est standing performance is a 9.8 the weights in the Bates-Bowdoin Maine thinclads continue their 3. Tow
Parker and Huycke, B. 6-3,
Redman, cf
1 0 0 0 100 yard dash established in 1899. winter meeting when he gathered recent performances, there could
1-6. 10-8
Seckino, If
0 1 0 0 Phil Haskell of Maine has been all three first place points. If he easily be a new state champ.
LaRochclle, If
0 0 0 0 timed at 9.8 this season and does this again there could be a This new point system, the reSampson, rf
4 0 1 0
2 2 0 0 could become the first in 58 years new defending champ in 1960. turn of MacWilliams, the everCarleton, lb
Totals
31 7 7 7 to equal that snappy clocking. The Atlas boys could over throw | pleasing endeavors of Smith and
(Continued from page four)
Bates
000 001 011—3
Bowdoin's Wilkins, Rudy Smith the 48' 7" record written in the Douglas, the potential record the Board members are only rep033 000 01 x—7
M.C.I.
book shattering, and the over- resenting them and need to know
E — Morency, Yerg 3, Mosher; and Jack Makowsky of the books back in 1935. The leading
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